TWO LIPS IN GEORGIA
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I've seen many pretty

Vamp

flow-ers Blooming down in wood-land bow-ers

Roses and lil-ies state-ly and tall
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Sweet apple blossoms o'er a wall
Those that bloom in the springtime
Some that bloom in the fall

Dark or fair—Everywhere—I have seen them all

CHORUS

Beautiful Roses from Monterey

Two Lips In Georgia - 4
Spanish Gardenias from San José

Lil'ies so slender From over the hill        Down by the mill

Posies so tender and shy Daffodill         modest and still

White Cotton Blossoms so fair to see
Buttercups Daisies from Tennessee

I've seen all the beautiful flowers

Sweet and divine But It's Two Lips From Georgia For

Mine Mine

Two Lips In Georgia - 4